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The selection of intelligent logistics service model has become an important factor in the 

competition of the entire social logistics industry. Using the technologies such as the Internet 

of Things (IoT) and cloud computing, the service platform of cloud intelligent logistics (CIL) 

virtualizes and accesses to the distributed physical logistics resources and logistics capabilities, 

and relies on its powerful processing and control capabilities to obtain the best service portfolio 

of CIL. The paper proposes the service combinatorial optimization algorithm (COA). Based 

on this, it studies the cloud intelligent logistics service and service combination method. The 

results show that compared with clustering algorithm and differential evolution algorithm, 

COA algorithm has greater superiority and stability in selection and combination of CIL 

service; the CIL service has the characteristics of dynamicity and diversity, heterogeneity and 

distribution, abstraction and similarity; the service portfolio of CIL is divided into three stages: 

service classification, service negotiation and optimal combination. The application of COA 

in the CIL selection can greatly reduce the time consumption of combined logistics service and 

improve the overall service quality of combinatorial service. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the globalization and large-scale development of 

economy and trade, especially the rapid development of e-

commerce, the intelligent logistics not only plays one more 

important role in the national economy, but also becomes the 

bottleneck of economic development [1]. The logistics cost of 

China’s manufacturing enterprises has remained high for a 

long time, bringing heavy pressure to the operation of 

enterprises. Meanwhile, extensive logistics management has 

become a bottleneck in the economic development of China 

and the world [2]. The intelligent logistics service model has 

become an important factor in improving the efficiency of 

logistics operations, reducing logistics costs, and increasing 

the competitiveness of logistics and the whole society [3-4]. 

Based on a variety of resources such as processors, memories, 

and application software on the virtualized Internet, Cloud 

computing technology builds a unified resource pool, unified 

management, and unified scheduling, then provides various 

computing services to users, and supports expansion according 

to customer needs [5]. At present, cloud computing has been 

widely used in office, education and search engines. With the 

slow development of intelligent logistics services, the 

emergence of cloud computing has brought about a new IoT-

based, service-oriented and demand-oriented intelligent 

logistics model: Cloud Intelligent Logistics [6-7]. 

Cloud intelligent logistics has different characteristics in 

terms of different logistics service models, including on-

demand services, virtualized cloud services, and virtual 

alliances [8]. CIL services operate and calculate in the form of 

cloud services, matching logistics tasks through intelligent 

logistics services on the cloud platform, and seamlessly 

connecting CIL services with logistics tasks [9]. Industry and 

academia have proposed many algorithms for CIL, in which 

the industrial community pays attention to the combination of 

intelligent logistics to optimize the language, while the 

academic community focuses on the automatic combination of 

intelligent logistics, but most of these algorithms can only 

solve the static service combination problem, without 

considering the distribution of services and some variable 

environmental information [10-11]. At present, the algorithms 

commonly used in the selection of CIL services mainly include 

clustering algorithms and differential evolution difference 

algorithms. The combinatorial optimization algorithm has 

been rarely applied in logistics services. Some research has 

found that this algorithm has excellent time performance on 

the logistics platform [12].  

In summary, based on COA algorithm of service, this paper 

studies the CIL service and service combination method, and 

also the operation mechanism of CIL service. Then, it 

proposes the solution method and algorithm of COA algorithm. 

Finally, it verifies feasibility and superiority of the algorithm 

by simulation experiments. 

2. RESEARCH ON FORMAL DESCRIPTION

METHOD OF CLOUD INTELLIGENT LOGISTICS

SERVICE

2.1 Business process and operation mechanism of cloud 

intelligent logistics service 

Figure 1 shows the traditional integrated logistics service 

model. The whole process includes the order process, the 

receiving process and the evaluation process. The mature 

application of new technologies has enhanced the 
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development of the intelligent logistics industry, which further 

brings the logistics service industry into a new era of changing 

[13]. Current indicators for measuring the quality of logistics 

services include personnel communication quality, orders 

release quantity, information quality, timeliness, and error 

handling [14]. The most prominent feature of CIL services is 

the combined application of virtual technology in the Internet 

of Things and the computing power of cloud computing, 

achieving the intelligent matching, intelligent combination 

and intelligent management of logistics service processes [15]. 

The operation process of CIL requires the participation of 

operators, providers and users. When the user issues the usage 

requirements, the intelligent system will automatically match 

the suppliers and operators, and the operators will transfer 

from the provider to the use [16-17]. Figure 2 shows the 

discovery and combination mechanism of the CIL service. 

Both providers and users can register services on the cloud 

platform. The CIL service platform will build a logistics task 

library based on the user description, link the CIL service 

library, and calculate and obtain a series of CIL services 

associated with demand. 
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Figure 1. Traditional integrated logistics service model 
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Figure 2. Discovery and combination mechanism of cloud 

intelligent logistics service 

 

2.2 Cloud intelligent logistics service modeling 

 

The logistics resources and logistics capabilities are 

processed by the cloud platform to form the logistics cloud in 

the form of services. The CIL service realizes two-way 

interaction between users and suppliers, and service selection 

is realized through the cloud platform. The CIL service 

platform builds a cloud service architecture, integrates rich 

information resources, realizes information sharing, meets the 

individualized needs of different users, and improves the 

operational efficiency of CIL. CIL service has the 

characteristics of dynamicity and diversity, heterogeneity and 

distribution, abstraction and similarity. The whole CIL service 

consists of two parts: logistics resources and logistics 

capabilities. Logistics resources include technical resources, 

human resources and user’s information resources, public 

service resources and application system resources; and 

logistics capabilities include transportation capacity, 

distribution capacity, storage capacity, port throughput, 

packaging skills, and handling capabilities. Figure 3 shows the 

cloud ontology of intelligent logistics service. Cloud 

computing consists of application layer, grid computing and 

virtualization. The three-tier structure of cloud ontology 

includes infrastructure layer (Iaas), application layer (Saas) 

and platform layer (Paas). 
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Figure 3. Intelligent logistics service cloud ontology 

 

 

3. RESEARCH ON DISCOVERY METHODS OF 

CLOUD INTELLIGENT LOGISTICS SERVICE 

 

3.1 Discovery algorithm description of cloud intelligent 

logistics service  

 

With the promotion of CIL services, the two-way 

relationship between users and providers is becoming more 

and more apparent, but one standard, open protocol and 

service discovery mechanism has not been formed yet. Before 

the COA algorithm, clustering algorithm was most widely 

used in logistics service, that is, the user needs are matched 

with the CIL service in the clustering cluster. The increase in 

the number of users and data will lead to a large number of 

logistics tasks at the same time. When clustering algorithm is 

used to provide optimal CIL services for the huge logistics 

tasks, the matching time complexity and matching efficiency 

are far from enough. The quality of service matching is 

directly related to the quality of CIL service. The use of COA 

algorithm can find the extreme value of service matching and 

provide the optimal solution. The relevant information and the 

ServiceProfile of all services are extracted from the CIL 

platform parser, the category and attribute information in the 

ServiceProfile are identified and matched with the service type, 

and the system provides the optimal service matching degree 

according to the COA algorithm. 

 

3.2 Experiment and results analysis 

 

The COA algorithm and clustering algorithm were applied 

in the comparative experiments, to verify the superiority of 

COA algorithm. In this experimental environment, four ASUS 

machines were used to build the Haddoop cloud platform, in 

which one was set as the namenode service node, and the other 

three were set as the datanode service nodes. Table 1 lists the 

data set of different file sizes, record counts, and data blocks 

set separately. set. In the same experimental environment, the 

precision ratio of the COA and the clustering algorithm under 
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different node conditions were compared. Both algorithms 

used a single operation, and the starting point is the designated 

cloud logistics service.  

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the running time of single 

node between these two algorithms, indicating clearly that the 

time spent on the two algorithms varies slightly with the small 

data set; when the data set file is over 1.15G, the COA 

algorithm takes significantly less time than the clustering 

algorithm. Figure 5 shows the comparison for the running time 

between different nodes. It can be seen that the time spent on 

a single task is inversely proportional to the number of nodes; 

increasing the number of nodes can improve the processing 

efficiency of the COA algorithm. As the data set increases, the 

same number of nodes takes longer time. Figure 6 shows the 

experiment results of the acceleration ratio. The acceleration 

ratio means the ratio of single node operation and multi-node 

operation. It can be seen from the figure that the acceleration 

ratio of data set E is proportional to the number of nodes, and 

those of the other four data sets are kept constant.  

Figure 7 shows the comparative experiment results of the 

precision ratio. When the number of nodes is 10, the precision 

of the clustering algorithm is 95.7 %, and that of the COA 

algorithm is 96.4 %. With the number of nodes increasing, the 

precision of both algorithms increases, but that of the COA 

algorithm is higher. When the number of nodes increases to 40, 

the precision of both algorithms is 1, indicating that the 

precision increases with the number of nodes. Figure 8 shows 

the comparative results of the response time. It can be seen that 

the response time of both algorithms increases with the 

increase of the number of cloud services, but that of the COA 

algorithm is shorter, which reflects the advanced nature and 

high energy efficiency of the COA algorithm.  

 

Table 1. Experimental data 

 
Data 

set 

Data file 

size 

Record 

number 

Data blocks 

number 

A 45M 2585416 1 

B 532M 30086336 9 

C 1.15G 72568532 20 

D 2.10G 153771327 35 

E 2.85G 194781944 42 
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Figure 4. Comparison chart of two-node running time 
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Figure 5. Comparison of running time of different nodes 
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Figure 6. Acceleration ratio experiment result chart 
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Figure 7. Calibration rate comparison test result chart 
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Figure 8. Response time comparison experiment result chart 

 

 

4. RESEARCH ON THE COMBINATION METHOD OF 

CLOUD INTELLIGENT LOGISTICS SERVICE 

 

4.1 Cloud intelligent logistics service combination process 

and method 

 

When a user or provider submits a complex logistics service 

request, it is not enough to rely solely on the simple CIL 

service. For this, the complex logistics service needs to be 

broken down into multiple simple sub-services, and each sub-

service will have different requirements for cost, time and 

resource, which require the integration of sub-service 

resources to achieve optimal logistics resources. The CIL 

service portfolio has the characteristics of logistics path 

selection variety, cloud environment dynamics, variability and 

large amount of information. The CIL service portfolio is 

divided into three stages: service classification, service 

negotiation and optimization combination. For the optimal 

combination, the delivery time, running cost, reliability and 

credibility objective function of CIL service should be 

constructed. The COA algorithm is a simple and effective 

global optimization algorithm, which is effective, convergent 

and robust in solving the CIL service. Its specific operation 

steps include the population initialization, mutation operation, 

cross operation, selection operation and termination operation. 

Previously, the commonly used algorithm was the cloud 

differential evolution (DE) algorithm, which requires several 

iterations before obtaining the optimal solution at the low 

efficiency. 

 

4.2 Experimental simulation and results analysis 

 

By comparing the COA algorithm and the cloud DE 

algorithm, this section solves the multi-objective optimization 

problem of CIL service portfolio. In this experiment, eight 

Asus machines were used as the cloud platform, one for the 

namenode service node, the other seven for the datanode 

service node, and a total of 13 optimization functions were 

selected for the simulation experiment. Figure 9 shows the 

comparison for the average running time of the test functions 

between the two algorithms. It can be seen that the average 

running time of the COA algorithm is shorter when the multi-

modal function is used; In general, the COA algorithm has 

more obvious advantages. Figure 10 shows the comparison for 

the running time of the test functions between different nodes. 

It can be seen that the running time of the optimization 

functions 3, 4, 12, and 13 decreases as the number of nodes 

increases; when the number of nodes reaches 6, the running 

time does not change. Figure 11 shows the comparative results 

of the acceleration ratio. The acceleration ratio is the ratio of 

the single node to the multi-node running time, which is used 

to measure the service combination effect. It can be clearly 

seen that when the number of nodes is less than 5, the 

acceleration ratio increases with the number of nodes; when 

the number of nodes is greater than 5, the acceleration ratio is 

reduced, but not significantly, which reflects the stability and 

good scalability of the COA algorithm. 

In order to verify the performance of the COA algorithm in 

simulation experiment, the Pareto frontier TSC (A1, A2)=0 or 

1 were defined, and then the Pareto frontier obtained by the 

optimal solution using the simulation experiment is expressed 

as: 

 

𝑇𝑆𝐶(𝐴1, 𝐴2) =
|{a2∈A2|∃a1∈A1, a1≥a2}|

|A2|
                                      (1) 

 

where, A1 is the COA algorithm, and A2 is the cloud DE 

algorithm; a1 and a2 are the number of sub-tasks for these two 

algorithms respectively. Figure 12 shows the simulation 

results of the improved service combination optimization 

algorithm. By analyzing the mean and standard deviation of 

the simulation results, it is found that the COA algorithm is 

closer to the true Pareto frontier, that is, it’s better than the 

cloud DE algorithm. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of test function running time under 

different nodes 
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Figure 11. Acceleration ratio experiment result chart 
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Figure 12. Improved service combination optimization 

algorithm simulation results 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS  

 

Based on COA algorithm, this paper studies the cloud 

intelligent logistics service and service combination method, 

and also the operation mechanism of CIL service. Then it 

proposes the solution method and algorithm of COA algorithm. 

The specific conclusions are as follows: 

(1) The quality of service matching is directly related to the 

quality of CIL service. The use of combination optimization 

algorithm can find the extreme value of service matching and 

provide optimal solution. 

(2) The time spent by the COA algorithm is significantly 

smaller than that of the clustering algorithm. The time spent 

on a single task is inversely proportional to the number of 

nodes. Increasing the number of nodes can improve the 

processing efficiency of the COA algorithm; as the data set 

increases, it takes longer with the same number of nodes. 

(3) By comparing the COA algorithm and the cloud DE 

algorithm to solve the multi-objective optimization problem of 

CIL service combination. It’s found that the COA algorithm is 

better than the cloud DE algorithm, and it has better stability 

and scalability. 
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